the U.S. government held partial title to all lands discovered by Americans on the American continent. Consequently Indians could not transfer the entire title to their land to any party other than the government.
A second case, Worcester v. Georgia," added a further clarification of Indian political rights and rights with respect to land. First, the Court found that Indian tribes, unless conquered, were sovereign powers, although dependent on the United States. Thus, states could not legislate or control any lands lawfully held by Indian tribes. In response to this holding, the state of Georgia passed laws distributing Cherokee lands to several counties in Georgia.
2 Shortly thereafter the U.S. Congress passed legislation authorizing the "removal" of Indian tribes from their homelands.' 3 Nearly 16,000 Cheokees, as well as Indians of many other tribes, were forced to march west of the Mississippi, an epic now called the "Trail of Tears."'"
Before Caucasians took up residence in the Pacific Northwest in 1827," 5 around forty-five thousand Indians populated the area. 6 These included the Salish tribes, who occupied the Pacific Coast of Washington State and the coastlines of Puget Sound and Georgia Strait, near the present-day cities of Seattle and Vancouver. 7 According to some accounts, the coastal Indians were able to make a living with very little labor by fishing for very abundant salmon. 8 They lived as a large number of distinct groups, engaging in frequent intermarriage and trade. 9 The tribes formed a sort of net spanning the region, where each tribe could be seen as a knot in the net." Marriage to someone in a distant place was considered advantageous both economically and politically.
2 ' Such marriages allowed families to share resources of the tribe that their son or daughter married into and also made attack by that tribe less likely.' Because of frequent intermarriage, 11. 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 515 (1832). 12. Joseph C. Burke 
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many Salish Indians were related by blood to members of other groups or tribes. ' The first Caucasians to settle in the Pacific Northwest were employees of the Hudson's Bay Company. 4 In the first half of the nineteenth century, Indians and Caucasians interacted in ways that each perceived to be to their advantage.' Northwest Indian views on many matters, including justice,' war, 27 etiquette,' personal hygiene," and personal property" were very different from those of the Caucasian settlers in the area. The vastly outnumbered white settlers traded desirable items, such as blankets, clothes, guns, and ammunition, for fish, furs, and services from Indians, such as transportation in their canoes.' Although the white settlers perceived that they were profiting greatly from interactions with Indians, the Indians who interacted with them also found the association profitable due to the wealth they received and the prestige gained among other Indians because of their association with strange and wealthy foreigners. 2 Most of these early settlers were men, and beginning in the 1820s marriage between settlers and Indian women was common. 33 This practice was consistent with the Salish practice of establishing links with distant tribes through marriage. White settlers were attractive matches because of their economic resources and because they could defend their in-laws' rights to remain on their lands. 4 The children of such unions were not always welcome in the emerging society of the white settlers. 5 This early dilution of Indian blood lines, which continued, led to difficulties in distinguishing people of mixed race from whites in the later half of the nineteenth century. Although some settlers valued and sought to maintain their contact with Indians,' others considered Indians no more than "human weeds, vegetable men, occupying the earth in its primitive form, as it were in trust until a superior race supplants them." 37 In December 1854, Issac Stevens, then the governor of the newly formed Washington territory, began his campaign to persuade all tribes to sign treaties in which they gave up title to the land they occupied in exchange for land on reservations as well as certain services and a monetary payment." Because Pacific Northwest tribes were already as far west as they could go, they could hardly be "removed" as eastern tribes had been. Therefore, reservations were created for them. An important goal of the treaties in Stevens' eyes was to encourage American settlement of the area by confining the Indians to reservations, because some settlers preferred not to live among Indians. 9 To make this project more manageable, Stevens often grouped tribes and bands into "treaty tribes" and appointed a head chief for these groups who could speak the Chinook jargon commonly used in dealings between Caucasians and Indians at the time." These chiefs were often not tribal leaders in any general sense. This gave Stevens one person he could deal with. In reality, leadership in Salish tribes was often dispersed and for specific purposes. For example, an expert in a certain fishing technique might lead the tribe in this activity, but in no other activity. Stevens' treaties granted the tribes the right to fish in their "usual and accustomed grounds,""' a right that has been very valuable in recent years. Several similarly worded treaties were signed, such as the Point Elliot Treaty and the Medicine Creek Treaty."
2 Because Indians had no history of buying and selling land, 3 it is open to question how they viewed the treaties. They very likely expected that Stevens would finally pay for the use of land by white settlers as was promised in the treaties." Native people likely understood the signing of the treaties to be a reciprocal affirmation of the participants' status and friendship, whereas the white settlers likely imagined that they had confirmed Indians' subjection to U.S. However, the treaties did not bring about immediate change." 7 Payment to the Indians was slow in coming," and officials were slow to mark the boundaries of reservations and, moreover, had no power to force Indians to live there. 49 Throughout the 1850s and 1860s, few Northwest Indians moved to the reservations." During the 1870s and 1880s, as the Caucasian population in the area skyrocketed, some Indians acceded to pressure and went to live on the reservations. Indians often failed to conform to the new rules laid down by government agents, upon which were conditioned the Indians' receipt of land and services.
5 ' In any event, it was not possible for all Indians to move to reservations, because even if they were willing, the land base was inadequate to support them."
In the late nineteenth century, the U.S. government viewed assimilation of Indians into the general population as a way to solve the "Indian problem." 53 In general terms, the plan was to segregate Indians from the white population on reservations and remake them in the white American image.' One aspect of the plan involved giving land allotments to individual Indians hoping to break Indians' attachment to tribes and instill pride of ownership, a hallmark of American civilization." However, Indians were not universally pleased by the allotment system. To some, the idea of individually owning land, instead of using it in common with other members of their tribe, was one they were not ready to accept. To some it meant giving up fields they had cleared to people who had done nothing.
7 Others who took allotments had to wait so long for certificates entitling them to the land they accepted that they left the reservation to take homesteads in the public domain instead. 5 Another aspect of the remaking was the education of Indian children in reservation schools, where teachers tried to transform Indians into good and industrious Yankees. 
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The Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 (IRA) signaled a short-lived reversal of the assimilationist policy that prevailed throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The IRA allowed tribes to adopt formal governing structures including federally chartered corporations with the authority to manage tribal assets.' Although some Northwest tribes organized governments under the IRA, 6 such organizations had little impact on the lives of most Western Washington Indians at least through the 1940s. 62 Insufficient financial support was probably a partial cause of this, as was the fact that many Indians directed their energies into well-paying civilian jobs in the lumber, fishing, naval, and aircraft industries that became available during World War II.
In 1953, Congress reversed its relatively benevolent stance towards tribes with the passage of a resolution announcing termination of the relationship of the U.S. government and the tribes as the formal policy of the government.' Subsequently, 109 tribes were terminated, meaning that their tribal sovereignty was ended, their lands sold, all federal programs discontinued, and state legislative and judicial jurisdiction imposed. ' The Nixon administration gave the impetus for many pieces of legislation beneficial to Indian tribes." Nixon sought to "strengthen the Indian's sense of autonomy without threatening his sense of community"
' and felt that tribes should be encouraged to exercise greater self determination." Since this time, Congress has passed many pieces of legislation beneficial to tribes."
This history of alternate governmental encouragement and discouragement of tribal cohesion, left many Northwest tribes scattered by the 1970s and, consequently, more likely to be omitted from BIA lists of recognized tribes. Short of obtaining an act of Congress conferring federal recognition upon a tribe, 7 " unrecognized Northwest tribes were forced to petition the BIA to obtain federal acknowledgment of their existence. 
AMERICAN INDIAN LAW REVIEW The Administrative Route for Federal Acknowledgment
Achieving federal acknowledgment by satisfying the criteria laid down in 25 C.F.R. § § 83.7, 83.8 is a process that is characterized by massive amounts of paper and the passage of many years.' Tribes typically refer to petitions in pounds or inches, rather than pages. The BIA ultimately reciprocates to such a petition with a massive finding of its own including four distinct documents, a Summary of Criteria and Evidence, a Genealogical Report, an Anthropological Report, and a Historical Report. In the case of the successful petition for acknowledgment of the Cowlitz Tribe, these documents came to about 245 pages This reply takes years to come. ' Before 1978, tribes obtained recognition by congressional action or by various forms of administrative decision.' There were no administrative standards for determining whether a tribe was or should be federally acknowledged. The BIA kept a list of Northwest tribes with whom it had "formal relationships," which apparently could be changed on the advice of a branch office of the BIA. 74 According to one BIA employee, "It was never intended to be a list of federally recognized tribes as such, [although] it may have evolved into that."" 5 This haphazard practice led to inconsistencies between lists created in different years, profoundly impacting tribes. For example, the Samish tribe was on the 1966 list, but not on the 1969 list. Apparently, the Portland Office advised the BIA that the Samish should be recognized "for claims purposes only." ' 76 This seemingly casual bureaucratic communication, made for now-unknown reasons,' led to a twenty-five-year struggle for federal acknowledgment by the Samish.
In 1978, due to an increasing number of requests for federal acknowledgment by tribes, in order to enable them to "take a uniform approach in their evaluation,"" 6 the Department of the Interior adopted a set of regulations governing federal acknowledgment. These rules established seven mandatory criteria, all of which a petitioning tribe had to fulfill in order to obtain federal acknowledgment. The rules required not only that the members of the tribe be descendants of a historical tribe, but also that the tribe maintained its status as a political entity from historical times until the 71. For example, it took the Samish Tribe twenty-four years to achieve acknowledgment. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF TRIBES present? Decisions under these regulations were reconsidered within the Department of the Interior only upon the request of the Secretary of Interior."' Presumably, then, the only path for appeal that a petitioning tribe could control was an appeal to the federal courts through the Administrative Procedures Act' In that situation, however, the BIAs findings would be reviewed under a highly deferential standard,' and reversal would therefore be unlikely.
In 1994 a revision of the rules introduced many changes.' Although commentators on the new rules requested a specific statement on the weight of evidence required to meet the criteria, such as a preponderance of evidence, the BIA found this legal criteria inappropriate." Instead, the BIA replied that "facts [to meet the criteria] are considered established if the available evidence demonstrates a reasonable likelihood of their validity,' a standard with no established legal interpretation. To make up for this lack of clarity, the revision added language specifying types of acceptable evidence to show facts satisfying 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(b) and (c). The new regulations also lowered the amount of evidence required for tribes previously acknowledged to exist by the federal government by, for example, signing or negotiating a treaty with the tribe in question. But this change also imposed on previously recognized tribes the necessity of demonstrating their continuous existence as an entity recognizable to outsiders starting from the point of last federal acknowledgment, which, for most Pacific Northwest tribes, was 1855, when the Stevens treaties were signed. Previously unrecognized tribes had to demonstrate this criterion from 1900 to the present' Thus, with respect to this criterion, previously recognized Northwest tribes who choose to be evaluated under 25 C.F.R. 7 For Northwest tribes, this might be somewhere between 1820 and 1850. A showing of a geographical settlement in which more than half the tribe lived, of the maintenance of a language, or of extensive marriage within the tribe is relevant." This last element is somewhat out of line with the historic practice of Salish tribes, which was to marry outside the tribe if possible." Thus, this element tends to favor tribes not conforming with historic custom. A tribe can also satisfy this criterion by showing extensive interaction among tribal members such as social interactions."' Of course, it is quite intrusive on the privacy of tribal members to collect such data. With respect to 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(c), BAR states that no evidence of formal political structure is required, although it is acceptable, presumably even if formal leadership did not exist in the historic tribe. If such evidence does not exist, evidence of informal leadership must be offered. This includes evidence that conflicts hdve been resolved, that group efforts such as building or fundraising have occurred, or that mediation has occurred between the tribe and an outside group.'' With respect to 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(e), marriage to non-Indians does not constitute a reason to deny acknowledgment as long as the Indian spouse and the children have maintained contact with the tribe. Only if the Indian spouse left the tribe will it present a problem for the tribe."n Thus, a low blood quantum among tribal members does not mean that 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(e) is not satisfied.
The Samish Experience
The Samish started their twenty-four-year journey towards federal acknowledgment in 1972 with a petition for acknowledgment to the BIA.20 At this time, Congress had begun to cut off federal programs for Indian tribes not recognized by the federal government."n Because the Samish 
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were dropped from a BIA list of tribes in the late 1960s,"°n their continued access to federal benefits depended on obtaining federal acknowledgment. As a result of the passage of the Indian Self-Determination Act, all benefits for unacknowledged tribes were legislatively cut off in 1975."' After this, Samish tribal members began to lose government benefits because of their lack of recognition." As discussed above, at this time the BIA had no standards for determining federal recognition, and it therefore deferred consideration of the petition until 1979, when standards were in place." At this juncture, the Samish could have appealed this finding to the federal courts under the Administrative Procedures Act;.' but if they had, the BIA's decision would have been reviewed under the highly deferential standard accorded agency findings appealed by this route."' Because their petition was under the pre-1994 regulations,"' the Samish were unable to appeal to the IBIA as could be done under the present 25 C.F.R. § 83.11. Instead, in 1989 the Samish filed suit in federal court, successfully arguing that their previous receipt of federal benefits created a property right that could not be taken from them without due process under the Fifth Amendment."' Because due process under the Administrative Procedures Act includes the right to present evidence and cross-examine experts before a neutral judge,"' Judge Zilly remanded the case to the Office of Hearings and Appeals, a section of the Department of the Interior, for a hearing before an Administrative Law Judge on the question of whether the Samish were entitled to federal acknowledgment. In 1994, Judge David Torbett heard and evaluated evidence presented by the parties, essentially providing a de novo reconsideration of the agency decision with the benefit of live testimony Judge Torbett made two major legal findings. First, he found that a petitioning tribe bears the burden of showing that they are a tribe under the criteria of 25 C.F.R. § 83.7.2"8 Second, he found that this showing must be made by a preponderance of the evidence, taking into consideration both the quantity and quality of evidence. 9 He further comments that this standard is clearly embraced by the BIA's "reasonable likelihood of validity" standard.' That is, the evidence must show that it is more likely than not that the tribe actually meets the criterion in question.' This finding stood in contrast to the essentially standardless agency practice, as summarized in the testimony of Dr. George Roth during the hearing: "I'm afraid we just go on our -I'd say we would go on our professional judgment, within this strong and weak end of the scale. I suspect we have to some extent evolved -have some kind of evolving standard as we work on cases that are, if you will, somewhat towards the middle. '2 Judge Torbett also came to a number of conclusions concerning how specific kinds of evidence should be evaluated in relation to the criteria for acknowledgment. For example, unlike BAR, he found that tribal pursuit of claims for government benefits or fishing rights evidenced a tribe's continued existence and political influence and authority over its members, which are required showings under 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(b), (c).' Furthermore, he found that, even though some Samish lived on reservations of other tribes, such as the Lummi and the Swinomish, significant evidence supported the "proposition that certain off reservation Samish continued to be a part of the Samish community."'" 4 Thus, he found it possible for a tribe with no geographic land base to satisfy the criteria for federal acknowledgment. He furthermore found that being a member of a tribe was a political affiliation and essentially a matter of intention on the part of the individual tribal member."' 
Judge Torbett's findings of fact illuminate ethnological and historical facts. Dr. Sturtevant, one of the experts testifying on behalf of the Samish and the curator of North American ethnology at the Smithsonian Institution, "observed that no real Indian tribe would display all of the attributes of a "community" listed in 25 C.F.R. Part 83, as amended, particularly in modem times, and welcomed the fact that the amended regulations do not require this."" He also stressed the importance of interpreting the available evidence in light of the particular group's history, geography, culture, and social organization." Dr. Hajda, another Samish expert witness, testified that marriages between white settlers and Salish Indians began almost as soon as the settlers arrived and that, because of racial prejudice, the children of such marriages had little choice but to consider themselves Indians.'" This finding tends to rebut the assumption of BAR that children of mixed blood are more likely to dissociate from the tribe.' Judge Torbett's decision also offered a rare and disturbing look into the kinds of research that BAR does in the course of evaluating a petition for acknowledgment. Dr. Sturtevant summarized his impression of BAR's research with respect to the Samish petition: "I think most of it would have trouble passing muster in a Ph.D. orals exam. How did you get to these results. Or a preliminary, before you go out to do the research on which your Ph.D. is based, how do you propose to get these results... I think most of these things would have difficulty in passing that kind of standard ... (I)t's kind of sloppy and unprofessional research . . . .", More specifically, he mentions that BAR's researchers didn't spend enough time in the field to overcome the Samish bias against government.' He also felt that BAR relied too heavily on telephone research, which he feels is less accurate than face-to-face research."
He also took issue with the fact that BAR's researchers tended to go straight to direct questions. He felt that this approach tends to produce biased answers. A better approach is to start with general questions and work in the direct questions later in the interview.' Given its limited resources and large workload, it is understandable that BAR tries to find out what it needs to know through phone calls. However, this practice Will Judge Torbett's legal findings affect evaluation of future petitions at BAR? In general, the government is not precluded from relitigating a question of law, decided against it in one case, in a second case with another party. 39 In this situation, BAR may continue to make its decisions with no evidentiary standard until it is challenged. However, an agency is constrained by its duty to make decisions controlled by stable norms."
4 An agency has a "duty to explain its departure from prior norms. The agency may flatly repudiate those norms ... whatever the ground for the departure from prior norms, however, it must be clearly set forth so that the reviewing court may understand the basis of the agency's action and so may judge the consistency of that action with the agency's mandate... t4 At the time of this decision, the BAR had no clearly enunciated evidentiary standard; 42 thus they had no norm to direct their decisions. Judge Torbett corrected this situation by finding that petitioning tribes must show that they meet the criteria by a preponderance of evidence, "3 a showing commonly required in agency decision making. " 
to the required evidentiary showing should be adopted by BAR unless they wish to replace it with some other clear standard.
Findings of fact determined in administrative courts with adequate opportunity to litigate are accorded high deference when such decisions are appealed to federal courts." This application of the doctrine of res judicata to proceedings in administrative courts has been applied to administrative proceedings supplying a hearing and procedural protections, but not to administrative decisions made without a hearing." Because Torbett's opinion indicates that extensive testimony was heard in this case, it is likely that res judicata would apply to Judge Torbett's findings of fact. In most cases, facts are unique to the case. This case presents an unusual situation where many of the factual findings in the case are historical facts, the establishment of which might be useful to other tribes in the future, particularly Salish tribes. For example, the many Salish tribes often intermarried, and intertribal marriages had both political and economic advantages.'
47 Such a factual finding might rebut a BIA finding that a low percentage of Indian ancestry meant an abandonment of a tribal way of life. Although there were wealthy and prominent individuals and special leaders whose influence was based on knowledge in a certain field or ownership of equipment used for certain purposes, such as a deer net or fish weir, there was an absence of formal leadership in Salish tribes." Such a finding tends to rebut an assertion that a lack of formal leadership means that a tribe did not exist. Furthermore, these findings highlight how the criteria are in some cases inconsistent with customs of historic tribes. For example, evidence of formal leadership weighs towards satisfying 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(c), even though leadership was often informal in Salish tribes. Whether factual findings in one administrative determination can be applied to another depends on whether the same claim is involved in both cases, a difficult determination to make.
4 " The doctrine of collateral estoppel is also invoked to block relitigation of factual findings in a variety of contexts" and might also be employed here.
The Cowlitz Experience
The Cowlitz Indian Tribe is a combination of several groups that in the past lived as separate bands along the Cowlitz River from near its mouth to as far north as Randle, Washington.'"' When Lewis and Clark came to the 67 Although his Cowlitz wife died young, Plamondon remained there in the Cowlitz valley, raising his four children by Thas-e-muth." During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, these metis families intermarried among one another, with European settlers, or with Cowlitz families." Many descendants of Cowlitz metis families continued to live in Lewis and Cowlitz Counties in Washington and remained active in the Cowlitz tribal organization until 1974, when the Cowlitz adopted a blood quantum of 1/16, which many metis descendants could not meet.
In the mid-nineteenth century, the U.S. government made several unsuccessful attempts to induce all the Cowlitz groups to give up their traditional homelands and go to live on a reservation. In 1848, the superintendent of Indian affairs for Oregon Territory set aside 640 acres on the west side of the Cowlitz River in Lower Cowlitz territory for use by all Indians living anywhere along the length of the river.' Rather than moving to this reservation as the government had hoped, all of the Cowlitz groups stayed on their homelands.' In 1855, 144 representatives of all four Cowlitz groups attended a treaty council with Territorial Governor Isaac Stevens on the Chehalis River, just northwest of the Cowlitz territory." Stevens proposed that the Cowlitz should sign a treaty ceding all their land to the U.S. government in exchange for a cash payment and a reservation on the Pacific Coast of the present-day state of Washington. The Cowlitz, like the Chinook, who also attended the council, refused to sign the treaty because they did not want to leave their homelands to live in a distant reservation along with other tribes, such as the Quinault, with whom they did 164 Thus, the Cowlitz became one of many landless tribes in the state of Washington." 5 The refusal of the Cowlitz to sign Stevens' treaty, which might be taken as an indication that they were a strong and independent people, led to problems for the Cowlitz when they tried to obtain federal acknowledgment of their existence as an Indian tribe in the twentieth century. A land base, although not required, is an advantage in demonstrating some of the criteria.
The Cowlitz began a very recently completed effort to obtain federal acknowledgment with the submission of their petition for acknowledgment in 1975.176 Because the BIA was then engaged in considering applying uniform standards to such petitions, it deferred consideration of the petition until 1978, when the petition was assigned a priority number.'" In 1983 the Cowlitz submitted a new petition, which the BAR responded to with an obvious deficiency letter." In response to the obvious deficiency letter, the Cowlitz withdrew the 1983 petition and submitted a third petition in 1987. example, Lower Cowlitz leaders present at the Chehalis River Treaty Council of 1855 refused to sign the treaty or to agree to move to a reservation on behalf of the Cowlitz. Moreover, BIA-appointed Cowlitz leaders in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were often bound by kinship ties to Upper and Lower Cowlitz, as well as the metis families," suggesting to BAR that they might therefore be credible leaders of these somewhat diverse groups. After the formation of the Cowlitz Tribal Organization in 1912, leaders were elected and widely attended meetings were held." Through the twentieth century, the Cowlitz dealt with issues such as progress of Cowlitz students in schools, inheritance issues, alleged violations of state fishing regulations, protection of family burial plots, attorney contracts, pursuit of legal claims, enrollment qualifications, religious expression, land use planning on the Quinalt reservation (where some Cowlitz hold allotments), and adoption." Such activities by tribal leaders led BAR to find that the Cowlitz Tribe was more than a claims organization and thus fulfilled the requirements of 25 C.F.R. § 83.8(d)(3)."a This disparagement of claims activity as being of little relevance to any criterion stands in some tension, although probably not in direct conflict, with the findings of Judge Torbett in the Samish case discussed above.
Because many members of the Cowlitz are of mixed blood, it could be imagined that they might encounter some difficulty in meeting 25 C.F.R. § 83.8(e), which requires that the majority of a tribe's members be descended from a historical Indian tribe or tribes. Because the regulation does not specify that members must have any particular proportion of Indian ancestry, being of mixed blood should not matter unless the families involved were not consistently associated with the tribe throughout the relevant time period. Unlike in the Duwamish petition discussed below, mixed blood was no barrier to BAR's finding that the Cowlitz are descended from historic tribes. The evidence supporting the finding came from census data, public and church records, and affidavits submitted to the BIA.
I "

The Duwamish Experience
The traditional homelands of the Duwamish included a region at the confluence of the Black, Cedar, and Duwamish Rivers south of Lake Washington, as well as areas along the Green and White Rivers and along the eastern shore of Puget Sound at Elliot Bay. ' 
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where the city of Seattle is currently situated. Like other tribes," 0 the Duwamish suffered a decrease in population in the first half of the nineteenth century due to disease imported to the area by Caucasian settlers.' In 1850, the federal government offered "title donation claims" to attract more settlers to the Puget Sound Region.' White farmers seized Indian lands, burned their homes, drove them from their fisheries, shot some, and hung others." In 1855, the Duwamish were lumped with other bands by Issac Stevens to form a "treaty tribe," appointing Sealth, a Suquamish man well liked by Caucasian settlers, as their "chief." ' Although the Duwamish were promised a reservation within their traditional homelands, this never materialized. ' A few Duwamish took allotments on established reservations but most did not because life on reservations meant government regulation, forced acculturation, loss of traditional resources, and suppression of traditional language, culture, and religion.' Nonetheless, there is some evidence of off-reservation Duwamish settlements persisting until at least 1896.' In 1915 the Duwamish produced a membership list that included the names of many full-blood Indians who lived in settlements in historic Duwamish lands between 1855 and 1900.' In 1925, the Duwamish formed the Duwamish Tribal Organization and prepared a constitution and bylaws."
' Associated with the constitution was a 1926 membership list. 2" ' Some off-reservation Duwamish continued to live in communities such as the Sackman and Dewatto Duwamish communities."' Because of racial prejudice, it was difficult for Indians to integrate into the growing white community in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
2 3 The Sackman Duwamish community near Bremerton supported itself by logging and engaging in traditional subsistence activities such as fishing, hunting, shellfish gathering, and berry picking. About twenty to thirty Duwamish usually resided in the Sackman community."" World War II opened up new job possibilities for the Sackman residents allowing some to purchase
